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Truth. He is the Architect and Founder of a 'City of
Righteousness* whose work among men continues in the
activities of his Order of the Yellow Robe, ^Jusf, O King,
as hungry men seek for food, and sick men tor medicine, as
in need they seek a friend and in danger a place of refuge,
as they look to a teacher for instruction and for promotion
to the King, so do the followers of Buddha seek after virtue
by keeping the vows of renunciation/
Those who dwell in the City of Righteousness are said
to be 'free of lust and malice and infatuation, to endure
hardness, eating but once a day, to be content to sleep any-
where; calm and tranquil, delighting in meditation and
the transcendent powers which meditation brings; they
become Commanders of the Faith: rebirth is at an ena,
and they are no more for this world.' This is the Buddhist
ideal or Sainthood in its Arhat manifestation which now
dominates Ceylon, Siam> and Burma, and influences all the
Far East. It may be compared with the Hindu ideal of
the Yogi, and with the Bodhisattva ideal of later Buddhism,
which we shall study in the Lotus Scripture, and which is
summed up in the words of a great Buddhist teacher:
'Servant of all, a very sweeper for humility, friend of those
who need a friend, food of the hungry, medicine of the
sick/ Here Buddhism and Christianity meet in a common
ideal. For Buddhism develops as it adapts itself to the
needs of men. Aristocratic and monastic it hus always
tended to be; yet it has never wholly forgotten the common
man and his needs.
V
The greatest secular works of this time are the Pancha*
tantra, or The Five Ruses,' and the Epics, now edited in
• their final form. The greatest religious scripture is the
Bhagavad-gita, and if this era had produced nothing else
than these it would still be unique* It is characteristic
that this great poem, written in 'ecstatic verse', occurs in
the midst of the Mahabharata, the Great Kpic, and that its
setting is the famed battle-field of Kurukshetra. In such

